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I) Title of Selected Paper: Is Another Sociology Possible? Is Sociology Relevant Beyond This Question?  
Name/s of Author/s: Marvin T. Prosono  
University/Organization incl. City: Missouri State University, Springfield

II) Title of Selected Paper: Is Another Sociology Possible? That Depends On What Is Meant By 'Another'  
Name/s of Author/s: Devorah Kalekin-Fishman  
University/Organization incl. City: University of Haifa, Carmel

III) Title of Selected Paper: Structural Alienation: The Principle of Subsidiarity in Tertiary Education in EU, the Bologna Process, as an Example  
Name/s of Author/s: Knud Jensen  
University/Organization incl. City: Aarhus University, Copenhagen

IV) Title of Selected Paper: Another Sociology and 21st Century Globalization  
Name/s of Author/s: Jan Nederveen Pieterse  
University/Organization incl. City: University of Illinois Urbana Champaign